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Survey reminder: We are in the final week of our Clips reader survey and wish to remind everyone to
please participate. We need seven (7) more responses by Dec. 31.


The survey should take about 2-5 minutes of your time and your feedback will help us to improve the
Clips. So please do not hesitate to provide your anonymous, confidential opinion at the following link:
www.cns.ucsb.edu/weeklyclips.


If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact survey administrator David Weaver at
david.weaver@isber.ucsb.edu


Top Deck


What the nation's (& world's) top papers, news wires and sources have been saying about
nanotechnology


  
A High-Stakes Search Continues for Silicon's Successor
New York Times
Dec. 5
John Markoff


"STANFORD, Calif. - In a cluttered chip-making laboratory on Stanford's campus, Max Shulaker is
producing the world's smallest computer circuits by hand."


Nano rules fall foul of data gap
Nature
Dec. 6
Eugenie Samuel Reich


"The science of the very small will lurk in many a Christmas gift this year. Nanomaterials add strength
to golf clubs, odour resistance to socks and ultraviolet protection to cosmetics."
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The ideal future of nanotechnology
The Guardian (U.K.)
Dec. 12
Maria Chiara Bonazzi Aspden


"Industry and NGOs must be transparent about nanoproduct safety without stunting technological
innovation."


Professor Injured by Anti-Nanotechnology Letter Bomb
Slate
Dec. 13
Torie Bosch


"The ivory tower is not always a safe space."


Nanoparticles: Assessing Your Health Risk and Why You Should Care
Huffington Post
Dec. 13
Hillary Peterson


"Before I took on my current role as the CEO of natural skincare company Marie Veronique Organics, I,
like many of you, had not spent a single moment thinking about nanoparticles."


Nanotechnology May Lead To The End Of Laundry
Forbes
Dec. 15
Alex Knapp


"A few months ago, I reported on the futuristic possibility of robots learning how to do laundry."


On Deck


What local sources are reporting


  


Study: Too Little Nano News
New Haven (CT) Independent
Dec. 1
Gwyneth K. Shaw


"Want the latest on Kim Kardashian's divorce? Take your pick of hundreds, if not thousands, of
stories."


Researchers assess risks posed by nanoparticles
The Tartan (Carnegie Mellon)
Dec. 5
Michael Setzer


"Tiny particles, some 100,000 times smaller than the thickness of a sheet of paper, are playing an
increasingly important role in our lives."


SU scientists use gold to help kill cancer cells
Post-Standard (Syracuse, N.Y.)
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Dec. 6
Kathleen Poliquin


"Gold is coveted and collected for its timeless beauty and monetary value."


Report: Watch Nano-Based Food Products
New Haven (CT) Independent
Dec. 8
Gwyneth K. Shaw


"Andrew Schneider, an investigative journalist who's been tracking the emergence of nanotechnology in
food and food-related products, has an interesting story about a recent report on the latest
developments."


Nano press
What nanotechnology related publications are reporting


Nanotechnology could make battery recycling economically attractive
Nanowerk
Dec. 1


"Batteries are an integral part of modern life - just go ahead and count the batteries that you use
yourself in your watches, computers, cell phones, cameras, alarm clocks, flashlights, toys, remote
controls, power tools, cars, boats and so on."


EPA Conditionally Registers Pesticide Product Containing Nanosilver as a New Active Ingredient
Nanotechnology Now
Dec. 2
Lynn L. Bergeson


"The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced on December 1, 2011, that it is
conditionally registering a pesticide product containing nanosilver as a new active ingredient."


Fighting Alzheimer's disease with nanotechnology
Nanowerk
Dec. 13


"Alzheimer's disease is among the most common brain disorders affecting the elderly population the
world over, and is projected to become a major health problem with grave socio-economic implications
in the coming decades."


Other (science) issues related to nanotechnology


Scientists Discover Charge Density Waves on Surface of Graphene Sheets
Azom
Dec. 1
Cameron Chai


"A research team at the London Centre for Nanotechnology has for the first time found electronic
stripes dubbed as 'charge density waves,' on the graphene sheet surface that produce a graphitic
superconductor."


Researchers find way to observe, control the way electrons spin on the surface of exotic new materials
PhysOrg
Dec. 5
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David L. Chandler


"Exotic materials called topological insulators, discovered just a few years ago, have yielded some of
their secrets to a team of MIT researchers."


Report urges industry to stay ahead of nanotech regulation
Food Navigator
Dec. 6
Caroline Scott-Thomas


"Food companies should aim to stay ahead of regulation to ensure the safety of foods that use
nanotechnology, urges a new report from As You Sow, a non-profit organization that aims to increase
corporate accountability."


Study of South Carolina Panel Reveals Few Concerns with Nanotechnology
Newswise/Society for Risk Analysis
Dec. 12


"An opinion study about the perceived risks associated with nanotechnology conducted with a diverse
panel of South Carolinians to explore public reaction to, and understanding of, nanotechnology shows
relatively low levels of concern about the exceedingly miniature materials."


DNA damage across a cellular barrier depends on barrier thickness
University of Bristol
Dec. 12


"The use of nanoparticles in medicine is ever increasing and it is important to understand the effects
these particles might have on human tissues and health in general."
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